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‘ NWe prove existence of C solutions of the › system on open wedges of C
under a very general condition of weak q-pseudocon¤exity. The method relies on
the L2-estimates by Hormander and in our generalization previously introduced inÈ
Ž .G. Zampieri, 1998, J. Anal. Math. 74, 99]111 . Let us point out that in spite of the
only slight improvements in the estimates, much stronger existence theorems are
Nobtained. The › problem for wedges of C is extensively treated in the literature
Žcf. G. M. Henkin and J. Leiterer, 1988, Andreotti]Grauert Theory by Integral
.Formulas, Progress in Math., Vol. 74, Birkhauser and the references cited therein .È
However the usual approach employs integral representations rather than L2
estimates. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. L2-ESTIMATES
We shall deal with a domain W of C N endowed with an exhaustion
function f which is C 0 on all of W, C 2 except perhaps along a piecewise
C1 hypersurface S ; W, with locally bounded first and second derivatives
Ž .on S. We shall consider vectors w with ordered multiindices J s j -J 1
??? - j ; for a permutation s we also write w s segn s w . We shallk s Ž J . J
Ž . Ž X Y . X Ž .assume that there is a basis of 1, 0 -forms v s v , v , v s v , . . . , v ,1 q
Y Ž .v s v , . . . , v with the same regularity properties as f, in whichqq1 N
Ž .the Hermitian matrix f [ ››f satisfies for k G q q 1ji
X f z w w G 0 ;z g W _S, ; w , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý < <J skji jK i K J
< < i or jGqq1K sky1
Ž X .where Ý denotes the sum restricted over ordered multiindices . Note that
Ž . < < < <if 1 is satisfied for K s q, then it is also for K G q. It is also clear that
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Ž .a sufficient condition for 1 is:
f z w w G 0 ;z g W _S, ; w . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ji j i i is1, . . . , N
i or jGqq1
 4XIn this case we say that Span › is a continuous majorant of the negativev
w xeigenspace of ››f. This situation was treated in 11 but under the more
restrictive assumption that f and v are C1. Examples of domains of
Ž . Ž .wedge type which satisfy 1 or 2 will be given in Section 2. A large class
Ž .of domains satisfying 2 is also provided by the following
Ž w x. 4LEMMA 1 Cf. 11 . Let the boundary › W be C .
CŽ . < Ž Ž .i Assume that the Le¤i form L [ ›› r where r is anyT › W› W
.defining function of W has a constant number of negati¤e eigen¤alues
y Ž .s z ’ q in a neighborhood U of a point z g › W. Then for a suitable› W 0
2Ž . Ž . Žexhaustion function f and a suitable basis v in C W , 2 is satisfied with
.S s B for such a q.
Ž . y Ž . Žii If no assumption about the s 's is made, then 2 is satisfied with› W
. q Ž .S s B and for suitable f for q s N y 1 y s z .› W 0
Ž w x . Ž .Proof. We refer to 11 for notations and further details. i We
represent › W on U as a graph x s h and set r s yx q h, d s yr,1 1
< < 2 Uf s ylog d q l z . Let z ‹ z , W “ › W be the projection along the
U U y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x -axis. Note that › r z s › r z , ›› r z s ›› r z , and ››f s d ›› r1
y2q d › r n › r q l dz n dz. It follows that, for a suitable l,
sy z s sy zU ’ q. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .f › W
Ž . Ž .Let l z F l z F ??? be the eigenvalues of ››f. It is a general fact1 2
y Ž . 2that the eigenspace of the first s z eigenvalues depends C on z. But› W 0
Ž .because of 3 , this must coincide with the negative eigenspace.
Ž . qŽ . q Ž U . q Ž .ii It is clear that s z s s z q 1 and, for q s N y s z yf › W › W 0
2Ž .1, the first q eigenvalues of ››f z depend C on z. If we then denote by
 4 Ž Ž ..X XSpan › with › s › , . . . , › the derivatives along the correspondingv v v v1 q
Ž .eigenspace, then 2 is verified. Q.E.D.
We come back now to the general situation where f and v are not C 2
Ž . Ži.e., S / B . We fix either of the conormals to S, say qn out of the
. "singularities of S , denote by S the open half-spaces with interior]exte-




X 4Span › ; T S, qn s . 4Ž .v S J ›fŽ .
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Remark 2. For the purpose of our existence theorems it is in fact
enough to assume
J ›fŽ .
X 1r2n s O d , qn s q O d , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .
J ›fŽ .
Ž  4.where n9 is the component of n in the plane Span › .v9
 4 0Ž . 2Ž .We keep our hypothesis that f and v are C W l C W _S for
some S, with locally bounded first and second derivatives on S. Let
‘Ž .k Ž . ‘Ž .C W denote the space of 0, k -forms with C W coefficients.
THEOREM 3. Suppose there are an exhaustion function f on W and a
 4  X Y4 Ž . Ž .basis v s v , v such that 1 and 4 are satisfied. Then the equation
‘ ky1 ‘ kŽ . Ž . Ž› u s f has a solution u g C W for any f g C W with › f s 0. The
Ž . Ž . .same statement holds if we suppose 5 instead of 4 .
2 Ž .Proof. We define L W to be the space of functions on W which aref
yf Žsquare integrable in the measure e dV dV being the Euclidean ele-
. 5 5ment of volume . We denote by ? the corresponding norm. We denotef
2 Ž .k Ž . 2 Ž .by L W the space of 0, k -forms with coefficients in L W ; in a basisf f
X XŽ .v of 1, 0 -forms, they can be written as f s Ý f v where Ý denotesj < J <sk J J
 4summation restricted to ordered indices. We fix the basis v andj js1 ??? N
Ž . Ž .denote by f the matrix of ››f in such basis in which 1 holds. Weji
consider the complex
› ›ky1 k kq12 2 2??? L W “ L W “ L W ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .f f f
UWe denote by › the adjoint of › and by d the adjoint of y› . We startv vj j
from
X yfe d f d f y › f › f dVŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý H v i K v jK v i K v jKi j j i
W< < ijs1, . . . , NK sky1
2X yf < <q e › f dVÝ Ý H v Jj
W< < js1, . . . , NJ sk
k2 2 2U 2 ‘5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 › f q › f q s f ; f g C W ,Ž .f f fž / 1 c
where s can be estimated by the sup-norm of the derivatives of the1
Žcoefficients of the v 's over the support of f. We shall also use thej
notation s as for constants which can be estimated by the second2
.derivatives. We recall that we have the commutation formula
d , › s f q Error,v v jii j
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where the error term involves sums of the d 's and › 's with coefficientsv vh h
which are derivatives of the coefficients of the v 's. Using the abovei
commutation relations and applying Stone's Theorem to the domain W _S,
we rewrite the first sums for indices i or j G q q 1,
X X yf? s e f f f dVÝ Ý Ý Ý H ji ji i K
Wi or jGqq1 i or jGqq1
1
X yfq e J › f n f f dS q Error.Ž .Ý Ý H v j i K jKi2 Si or jGqq1
6Ž .
where the error term has the estimate
2 2y1 1< < 5 5 5 5Error F e 9 › f q e s q s f . 7Ž .Ž .Ý Ý fv J 1 2j
J j
X J ›fŽ .Ž . Ž Ž .We first assume 4 , i.e., n s 0, n s . Hypothesis 5 will be treated< <J ›fŽ .
.at the very end of the proof. Thus if A is the second term on the
Ž .right-hand side of 6 we have
X yfA s e n n J ›f f f dSŽ .Ý Ý H i j jK i K
S< < ijs1, . . . , NK sky1
2
X yfs e n f J ›f dS G 0. 8Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH i i K
S< < is1, . . . , NK sky1
Ž .As for the first term on the right-hand side of 6 , we decompose any
Ž X Y . X Ž .tangent vector as w s w , w , w s w , . . . , w . We note that any J with1 q
< <J s k G q q 1, can be written in at least k y q ways in the form jK for
Ž . Ž .j ) q q 1. If we then apply 1 with w s f , and with f replaced byi K i
X < < 2f q l z , we get
2X X Xyf 5 5e f f f dV G l fÝ Ý Ý ÝH fji jK i K jK
W< < i or jGqq1 < < jGqq1K sky1 K sky1
5 5 2G l f . 9Ž .f
We remark now that
2 2X XU5 5 5 51 y e 9 ? q ? G 1 y e › f q › fŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý f fž /ž /
< < ijFq < < jFqK sky1 K sky1
q Error G Error, 10Ž .
Ž .with the same estimate as 7 , and
2 2X X X5 5 5 5e ? q ? G yen f q e › f q Error,Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýf fv Jjž /
< < ijFq < < jFq J jK sky1 K sky1
Ž .where n is a constant which depends on the sup]norm of f .ji jiF q
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Collecting all the above results we can conclude
2 2 2U5 5 5 5 5 5l y en f F 2 › f q › fŽ . f f fž /
k2y1 2 ‘5 5q e s q s f ; f g C W . 11Ž . Ž .Ž . f1 2 c
Now we manipulate the Hermitian metric in W so that we get the density
U‘ k 2 kŽ . Ž . 5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž wof C W in L W -forms for the norm f q › f q › f cf. 6,f f fc f
k kx. Ž . ŽUTheorem 5.2.1 . Hence 11 holds in fact ; f g D l D the domains of› ›
U l2 kŽ . . Ž .› and › in L W . We then choose e s and replace f by x ff 2n
Ž Ž . .x s x t a real convex function with x satisfying
2 2ns 21
x t G sup 2 q q s .Ž .Ç 2ž /ž /l l Ž . 4z : f z Ft
This gives
U2 2U k k5 5 5 5 5 5 XUf F › f q › f ; f g D l D . 12Ž .f f f › ›
2 kŽ . Ž .From 12 we obtain that ; f g L W such that › f s 0, the systemf
U 2 ky1Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 5› u s f , › u s 0 has solution u g L W which verifies u F f .f ff
2 Ž . 2 Ž . 2 Ž .This implies existence in L W since any f g L W belongs to L Wloc loc f
for suitable f. Finally a standard argument which involves the ellipticity of
UŽ . Ž w x.the system › , › cf. 6, Lemma 4.2.3 and Theorem 4.2.5 implies
‘Ž .existence in C W . Q.E.D.
Ž .Variant of the Proof under Assumption 5 . It is enough to prove that the
Ž .second term A of 6 verifies
2 2y15 5 5 5A G ye 9 › f y ce f . 13Ž .Ý Ý f fv Jj
J j
< Ž . < Ž y1 .Recall that J ›f s O d . We have
2X yf yf < <A G e n n J ›f f f dV y c e f dVŽ .Ý Ý H Hi j i K jK
W W< < i or jGqq1K sky1
2X yf yf < <G e n n J ›f f f dV y c e f dVŽ .Ý ÝH Hi j i K jK 1
W W< < ; ijK sky1
yf < < 2G yc e f dV , 14Ž .H1
W
Ž .where the first ``G '' follows from the second of 5 , the second ``G '' from
X Ž 1r2 .n s O d , and the third ``G '' is obvious because the summation over
Ž .all indices gives rise to a square hence positive . To estimate the last term
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Ž .in 14 , we observe that
2 2Xyf yf< < < <e f dS F c › e f dVŽ .Ý ÝH H v Jh
S WJ h
X yf yfF c e › f f dV q e f d f dVŽ . Ž .Ý Ý H Hv J J J v Jh hž /W WJ h
2 2X y15 5 5 5F e › f q ce f , 15Ž .Ý Ý f fv Jh
J h
Ž .for different c , where the last ``F '' follows from the Cauchy]Schwartz
inequality and from
yf yfe d f f dV s y e f › f dV .Ž .H Hv J J J v Jh h
W W
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 14 and 15 , we get 13 .
Remark 4. The statement of Theorem 3 can be localized at a point of
 4the boundary z g › W. One just needs to consider the family W l U ,0 e
 4 Ž <where U range through the spheres centered at z and use f y log y ze 0
< 2 2 .y z q e as an exhausting function for W l U .0 e
2. EXISTENCE ON WEDGES
Let W , h s 1, . . . , m, be C 2 half-spaces of C N at z with transversalh 0
boundaries M s › W , and let W be the wedge defined by W s F W .h h h h
Ž .For a s a , . . . , a with a s 0 or 1, we put M s F M . We1 m h a h : a s14 hh
< < Ž .assume that M is generic for a s m whence ;a and set R sa ÊÃ Ã ÃD M . We put M s M l › W, M s M _ R. We take defining< a < G 2 a h h h h
functions r h for M with r h - 0 on W . We assume there exists anh h
Ž .  X4  4 Žorthonormal system of 1, 0 -forms v s v , . . . , v on › W l U U1 q
.  4 < C 0Xbeing a neighborhood of z , with Span › ; T M ;h, which is CÃM0 v hh
Ê2 Ãon › W and C on each M , with bounded first and second derivatives,h
C Ê 4  4 <Y Xsuch that for an orthonormal completion › of › in each T M ,ÃMv v h h
h hÊC< Ž Ž ..the Levi form ›› r \ r satisfiesÃT M jih
H ÊX h h Ãr w w G 0 ;w g › r z , ;z g M l U, ;h.Ž .Ý Ý ji jK i K ?K h
< < i or jGqq1K sq
16Ž .
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Ž .Clearly a sufficient condition for 16 is
ÊX Y Y Yh h Ã› › r z s 0, › › r z G 0 ;z g M l U, ;h. 17Ž . Ž . Ž .h
X N'Ž .EXAMPLE 5. For coordinates z s z , z , z , z s x q y 1 y in C , let1 2
W be the wedge defined by
X X X XW s y - y q g z , z , y ) yy y g z , z . 4Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
We rewrite r1 - 0, r 2 - 0 the inequalities which define W, and assume
4 yŽ X. Xthat g is C and s z ’ q ;z . In this situation the negative eigenspaceg
of g depends C 2 on zX. Also we have
h
C Ny2›› r z s›› g z .Ž . Ž . XT M Cz h z
2  4 Ž .X YTherefore, in a suitable C basis › , › , 17 is fulfilled.v v
Ž . Ž .We observe now that it is immediate to check that both 16 and 17 are
independent of the choice of the defining functions r h. Also, by continuity,
it is clear that
< CX 4Span › ; T M ;a . 18Ž .Mv aa
Ã Ž . Ž .We represent M resp. › W as a graph x s g resp. x s g withh 1 h 1
< < 2x ) g on W. We put r [ yx q g, d [ yr, f [ ylog d q l z . Clearly1 1
2  4d is C in W except at S [ z : g s g for some h / k . Note that theh k
Ž .intersection of the M 's being transversal, S is a manifold with boundary .h
q ŽNote also that S s R q R . At a regular point of S i.e., where g s gx h k1
. Ž . < Žbut g / g ; j / h, k , we consider the conormal n s › g y g r › gj k h k h
. < Ž .yg . We denote the J ? the jump between the ``h'' and ``k '' sides of S.k
Clearly
J › r J ›fŽ . Ž .
n s s . 19Ž .
J › r J ›fŽ . Ž .
XŽ . Ž .Define v z on the whole W not only on › W by
vX z [ vX zU ,Ž . Ž .
Uwhere z ‹ z is the projection W “ › W along the x -axis. Since S s R q1
q Ž .R , 18 gi¤esx1
C
X 4Span › ; T S. 20Ž .v S
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let W s F W be a wedge which satisfies 16 at z withh h 0
 X4  4rank v s q. Then one can find a system of neighborhoods U of z such0
‘ kŽ .that for k G q q 1 and for f g C W l U with › f s 0, the equation
‘ ky1Ž .› u s f has a solution u g C W l U .
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Proof. We aim to prove that if d is defined as above, and if l is large
Ž . < < 2 ŽŽ .enough, then 1 is fulfilled by f s ylog d q l z . 4 follows trivially
Ž . Ž . .from 19 and 20 . Then the conclusion will follow from Theorem 3 and
Remark 4.
t Ž n .In fact in each component V of W _S, we denote by › resp. › the
H Ž .component of › along › r resp. › r . We then have
y1 y2<››f s d ›› r q d › r n › r q l dz n dzV
y2d l
y1 t t n n y1 t nG d › › r q › r n › r q 2d Re › › r q dz n dz
2 2
l
q dz n dz. 21Ž .
2
Ž . w x Ž .We denote by Q s q the form between brackets `` ? '' in 21 . Writeji
Ž . Ž X Y . X Ž . Y Ž .w s w , w with w s w w s w . Since Q G 0, andjK j K K K jK jF q K jK jG qq1
 4 hŽ .HXsince Span › ; › r z ,v
2X< <q f f G yc f . 22Ž .Ý ji jK i K K
i or jGqq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 21 , 22 , and from 16 that for k G q q 1
l2 2X X X X Y< < < <f f f G yc f q f . 23Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýji jK i K K K2< < i or jGqq1 < < < <K sky1 K sky1 K sky1
< <We recall again that any J with J s k G q q 1, can be written as J s jK
X < Y < 2 X < < 2for some j G q q 1; hence Ý f G c f . Thus it follows< K <sky1 K
2X X < <f f f G l f .Ý Ý ji jK i K
< < i or jGqq1K sky1
Q.E.D.
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